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Abstract
A 2 year old female presenting with bilateral sporadic aniridia was found to have an apparently balanced reciprocal translocation with a chromosome 11 breakpoint within band p13. Fluorescence in situ hybridisation (FISH) studies with distal 11p13 specific cosmids showed that the chromosome 11 breakpoint lay between the aniridia (PAX6) locus and a region approximately 100 kb distal to PAX6 defined by the cosmid FO2121. Although this patient did not have a detectable deletion within PAX6, her aniridia may have resulted from a disruption of the distal chromatin domain containing either enhancers or regulators for PAX6. This case may therefore be another example of aniridia caused by a position effect as recently described in two familial aniridia patients in which the phenotype cosegregated with chromosome abnormalities with 11p13 breakpoints.
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Aniridia is a rare congenital absence of the iris affecting approximately 1 in 50 000 newborns and can present in isolation or more rarely as part of the contiguous gene syndrome known by the acronym WAGR (Wilms' tumour, aniridia, genitourinary anomalies, and mental retardation). Isolated aniridia can arise sporadically or segregate in an autosomal dominant fashion. The location of the gene was first suggested by the association of WAGR patients with cytogenetically visible interstitial deletions involving band 11p13 and by the cosegregation of dominant aniridia with structural chromosome rearrangements involving 11p13.

Recent molecular studies have shown that PAX6, located within 11p13, was a strong candidate for the aniridia gene. Haploinsufficiency of PAX6 caused either by intragenic mutations or deletions have been described in both the sporadic and familial forms of aniridia and is thought to be the main mechanism underlying the phenotype. However, two exceptional dominantly inherited aniridia cases have recently been reported in which cosegregating structural chromosome abnormalities involving breakpoints within band 11p13 have been shown molecularly not to include the PAX6 locus or chromatin at least 85 kb distal to PAX6. We present a third case of a child with sporadic aniridia and a balanced reciprocal translocation with an 11p13 breakpoint which, by FISH analysis, is shown not to involve PAX6.

Materials and methods
Standard PHA stimulated lymphocyte chromosome preparations were made from peripheral blood derived from the proband and her mother. The father is unavailable for study. Conventional cytogenetic analysis was carried out on 550 band metaphases. The four 11p13 cosmids used were kindly provided by Dr V van Heyningen of the MRC Human Genetics Unit, Edinburgh, and telomere to centromere were: FO2121, FAT5 (PAX6), P60 (D11S324), B2.1 (WT1). The cosmid probes were labelled with digoxigenin using a Boehringer nick translation kit and FISH was carried out using a standard protocol with hybridisations carried out overnight at 37°C. Following two five minute stringent washes in 1× SSC/50% formamide at 42°C, visualisation of the cosmid signal was achieved by the application of a single layer of TRITC conjugated anti-digoxigenin (Boehringer). The alphoid repeat probes p71(D7Z1) and pLC11A(D11Z1) were directly labelled with fluorored and

Figure 1 Partial haplotype of GTG banded chromosomes showing the normal and derived chromosomes 7 and 11. The breakpoints are indicated by arrows and the order of the probes within distal 11p13 is shown diagramatically.
Case report
The patient was born after an uneventful pregnancy at term (birth weight 2810 g) to healthy, unrelated parents. At a few weeks of age the mother became concerned about the baby's sight and on examination she was found to have aniridia, but has at 3 years of age not developed any complications from her aniridia and her vision is apparently not severely affected. Her development is normal and a renal ultrasound scan showed no abnormalities.

The child's father, who is unavailable for further study, was described by the mother as having very bright blue eyes and there is no paternal family history of anyone with either visual problems or recurrent miscarriages.

Conventional and molecular cytogenetic results
Conventional cytogenetic studies showed that the proband has an apparently balanced reciprocal translocation between the long arm of chromosome 7 and the short arm of chromosome 11, 46,XX,t(7;11)(q31.2;p13) (Fig. 1). The mother's chromosomes are normal. FISH analysis showed that the most distal cosmid, FO2121, was present on the der(7), whereas the FAT5, P60, and B2.1 cosmids were all located on the der(11) (Fig. 2). This in situ hybridisation result is therefore: 46,XX,t(7;11) (q31.2;p13),ish t(7;11)(FO2121 +;FAT5 +, D11S324 +,B2.1 +). 11A

Discussion
The introduction of molecular cytogenetic techniques has led to the definition of a number of submicroscopic deletions associated with clinically defined phenotypes. Hemizygosity at 7q11.23 with deletions in the elastin gene giving rise to Williams' syndrome12 and a 2 Mb deletion within 22q11 resulting in DiGeorge and related syndromes13 are two of the most frequently encountered examples. In the autosomal microdeletion syndromes so far described, functional hemizygosity for single or contiguous genes at the locus or loci defined by the probes used for the molecular diagnosis remains the most likely mechanism responsible for the respective phenotypes. 14

A number of cases of dominant isolated aniridia segregating with apparently balanced reciprocal translocations or a cryptic paracentric inversion, all with an 11p13 breakpoint in common, have been reported. 1-5 13 Two of these structural abnormalities, a t(4;11)(q22;p13) known as SIMO3 and a cryptic paracentric inversion in 11p13 known as SGL,13 have recently been studied at the molecular level by Fantes et al10 using a combination of RT-PCR, pulse field gel electrophoresis, and detailed FISH analyses. It was concluded that the 11p13 breakpoints in SIMO and SGL were between 85 kb and 185 kb distal to PAX6, and, furthermore, no intragenic or open reading frame mutations of PAX6 were identified. These authors speculated that the aniridia phenotype was therefore caused by disruption of the chromatin domain distal to the PAX6 locus which...
in itself was sufficient to cause loss of function of the otherwise normal PAX6 resulting in functional haploinsufficiency for the aniridia gene. This therefore would be analogous to the “position effect” seen in Drosophila and yeast.10,11

The case presented here would appear to support the aniridia position effect hypothesis suggested by Fanten et al.10 Although we cannot formally prove that our patient’s translocation had arisen de novo, we do know that her mother’s chromosomes are normal and that both her mother and father have normal vision. Our FISH studies suggest that the FAT5 cosm id (PAX6) is not involved in the translocation although at the level of resolution afforded by FISH, we cannot exclude the possibility that a breakpoint had occurred at the distal end of FAT513 and remained undetected with the techniques used.

Although, therefore, we have not formally shown that our patient does not have a concomitant intragenic PAX6 mutation, such an eventuality seems unlikely. The more plausible explanation, in keeping with the two previously reported cases,10 is that disruption of the chromatin domain distal to PAX6 is sufficient to produce the aniridia phenotype. A similar phenomenon has recently been described in three campomelic dysplasia patients with balanced reciprocal translocations involving 17q breakpoints which by molecular and FISH studies were shown to be between 50 to 100 kb from the SOX9 gene.14 Whether this mechanism is responsible for unmasking other human genetic diseases remains to be determined.
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